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Abstract

Astonishing results from Transformer models on natural language tasks 
have intrigued the vision community to study their application to 
computer vision problems.

We start with an introduction to fundamental concepts behind the 
success of (language) Transformers. We then cover applications of 
transformers in vision for several popular recognition tasks.



Overview

1. Transformer, self-attention, multi-head attention, positional encoding
2. Vision transformer, patch token, classification token.
3. Swin transformer, shifted windows, vision backbone.
4. Detector transformers, DETR, box-attention, where-to-attend, 3D.



1. The Transformer
This chapter presents the Transformer network architecture. It is based solely on 
attention mechanisms, dispensing with recurrence and convolutions entirely.

Many slides inspired by: https://jalammar.github.io/illustrated-transformer/

https://jalammar.github.io/illustrated-transformer/


The (language) transformer
Vaswani et al. NIPS 2017

40,000+ citations

Key insight: Attention suffices to 
derive input and output dependencies



Why are transformers so popular?

Pretrained Transformer models adapt easily and quickly to language 
tasks they have not been trained on.

Not limited to language related tasks, they quickly became useful for 
other modalities and problem domains.

Yields more interpretable models.

Hugging face open sourced transformers library (and raised 60M$).



Transformer family

Figure credit: https://xamat.medium.com/transformers-models-an-introduction-and-catalogue-2022-edition-2d1e9039f376



Vanilla transformer

Encoder: input sequence to vector

Decoder: vector to output sequence

Jointly trained



Vanilla transformer

Encoders have similar 2-layer structure

Decoders have similar 3-layer structure

No weight sharing



Attention is all you need

Self-attention helps the encoder look at other words in the input sentence

The same feed-forward neural network is applied to each position.

The encoder-decoder attention layer focuses on relevant parts of the input sentence



Why needed?

Each sublayer has a residual connection and a layer normalization



Self-attention example



Self-attention in detail
For each token, we create a Query, a Key, and a Value vector by multiplying the 
(word) embedding by three matrices that we optimize during training.



Self-attention in detail
Calculate scaled dot-product attention



Multi-head attention
Allows the model to jointly attend to information from different representation 
subspaces at different positions.

Simply learn multiple versions of WQ, WK and WV and concat output.



Positional encoding

The attention operator is permutation invariant

Positional encoding added to input embedding accounts for word order.

Vaswani et al. use sine and cosine functions of different frequencies.



Overall architecture



2. Vision Transformer
We explain how transformers can be adapted for visual recognition. Reliance on 
CNNs is not necessary and a pure transformer applied directly to sequences of 
image patches can perform very well on image classification tasks.



A vision transformer for classification

Dosovitskoy et al. ICLR 2021

Introduce 16x16 patch as token to avoid 
computational complexity

Good speed/accuracy tradeoff

Competitive with CNN on huge datasets

Only suited for classification



Model overview

Follows standard transformer encoder, adds learnable classification token



Why do vision transformers work?

Multi-scale soft attention flattens the loss landscapes

Park & Kim. ICLR 2022



3. Swin Transformer
This chapter presents the Swin Transformer, a general-purpose backbone for 
computer vision. It addresses specific vision challenges related to large variations in 
the scale of visual entities and the high resolution of pixels in images. It proposes a 
hierarchical Transformer whose representation is computed with shifted windows. 

Liu et al. ICCV 2021
Best paper award



Recap: How to classify an image with an MLP?

A 256x256 RGB image requires 200 000 input values

MLP with a single hidden layer with 500 units already implies 
100 million parameters

Clearly we need to incorporate an inductive bias into the architecture



From language to vision

Differences between visual and text signals



Key idea: Shifted windows
Linear computation complexity with image resolution: from O(n2) to O(n)



Key idea: Shifted windows

Shared key set in same window enables friendly memory access



Key idea: Shifted windows

Shifted non-overlapping windows enable cross-window connections



Swin Transformer architecture

An hierarchical transformer



Swin Transformer is solid vision backbone

ImageNet
Classification

Coco Detection 
and Segmentation

ADE20K 
Segmentation



4. Detector Transformers
In this chapter, we cover transformers for object detection. They effectively remove 
the need for many hand-designed components like a non-maximum suppression 
procedure or anchor generation. We also cover a simple box-attention mechanism 
that enables spatial interaction between grid features, as sampled from boxes of 
interest, and improves the learning capability of transformers for several 2D and 3D 
detection and segmentation tasks.



Recap: Modern Detectors

RCNN Fast RCNN

Faster RCNN

Feature Pyramid Network
Mask RCNNYOLO



DETR: First vision transformer for detection

Models detection as set prediction problem using Hungarian loss and

uses transformer to encode relationship between set elements

Removes the need for hand-crafted modules: 
non-maximum suppression, anchor generation, …

Carion et al. ECCV 2020



DETR: more detailed look

Multi-head Attn

Feed Forward

Add & Norm

N x Add & Norm

Multi-head Attn

Cross MH Attn

N x Add & Norm

Feed Forward

Add & Norm

Add & Norm

Encoder

Decoder

flatten
...

...

Class Bounding 
Box

Object Queries



Deformable-DETR: for detection and segmentation

Introduces deformable-attention to attend to sparse set of elements 
from whole feature map, regardless of spatial size.

Adds multi-scale variant

Faster convergence.

Zhu et al. ICLR 2021



BoxeR: Box-Attention for 2D and 3D Transformers 

Key observation: existing detector transformers ignore the inherent 
regularities of the vision modality. 

Image features are vectorized the same way as language tokens, 
resulting in loss of local connectivity among pixels. 

Nguyen et al. CVPR 2022



Motivation of Box-Attention

Success of sliding window in modern detectors

Use of grid structure within boxes in attention 
computation

Enable 2D inductive bias on multi-scale features



Box-Attention
Each query vector with a reference window



Box-Attention
Each query vector with a reference window

Key as learnable vectors of relative positions



Box-Attention
Each query vector with a reference window

Key as learnable vectors of relative positions

Value vectors are sampled from the window



Box-Attention
Each query vector with a reference window

Key as learnable vectors of relative positions

Value vectors are sampled from the window

Attention computation



Where-to-attend module
Learn transformation functions: translation + scaling

A reference window: b = [x, y, wx, wy] and query q
Translation: ℱt (b, q) = [x + ∆x, y + ∆y, wx, wy]
Scaling: ℱs (b, q) = [x, y, wx + ∆wx, wy + ∆wy]

Sample a grid of features from the 
transformed box

Extend Box-Attention to Instance-Attention
which predicts an instance mask by preserving spatial information



Multi-scale variant
Each box with a separate where-to-attend module

Query vector of each multi-scale feature 
maps with different reference window size

Key vectors correspond to transformed boxes



BoxeR-2D: object detection and instance segmentation

Utilize multi-scale feature maps of ResNet

Each query with a reference window

A bounding box is predicted w.r.t reference window



BoxeR-2D behavior
High-quality object proposals from encoder overlap with prediction

Predicted boxes from attention module capture regions with multiple aspect ratios



Comparisons on COCO 2017 test-dev 

BoxeR outperforms CovNets and Transformers by 2 AP points on all metrics 

ConvNet

BoxeR-2D

Transformer



Same for segmentation

BoxeR outperforms CovNets and Transformers by 2 AP points on all metrics 

ConvNet

Transformer
BoxeR-2D



Success cases



Failure cases

Small objects in low-light conditions still hard Classification failure



BoxeR-3D
Learn transformation function: rotation 

A reference window: b = [x, y, wx, wy, 𝜃] and query q
Rotation: ℱr (b, q) = [x, y, wx, wy, 𝜃 + ∆𝜃]

Use multi-angle reference windows per query



BoxeR-3D behavior

Multiple heads capture boxes of 
different angles and one is well-
aligned with the groundtruth



Comparisons on Waymo Open val set

Much better than vanilla transformer, bit behind on dedicated solutions.

ConvNet

Transformer
BoxeR-3D



Success & Failure
Pedestrian predictionVehicle predictionGround-truth



Further reading
Khan et al., in press.


